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For baseball legends and families,
memorabilia can be a blessing and a

burden
 48 Cody Stavenhagen (/author/cody-stavenhagen/) May 21, 2020

After the funerals and the farewells, after the sadness and the stories, we are left
with things. They stare at us, collecting dust but also reminding us of a time, a
place, a person we loved.

After St. Louis Cardinals legend Stan Musial died in 2013, his family had
items of obvious value: World Series rings, a ball signed by Babe Ruth, a letter
from Ty Cobb. They also had small things: neckties, lighters, a wallet with an
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expired driver’s license.

In the 1980s, Musial had donated much of his personal memorabilia collection
to the Cardinals. His MVP trophies and other awards went to the team’s
museum. Musial’s wife, Lil, simply wanted the clutter out of the house.

But after Musial died at age 92, the modest four-bedroom, red-brick home in
suburban St. Louis was still packed with belongings. His family faced a
decision both unique and universal all at once.

What do you do with a lifetime’s worth of possessions?

What happens when those possessions are worth thousands of dollars, if not
more?

Brian Musial Schwarze spent nearly a decade serving as his grandfather’s
caretaker. Sometimes, he says he would take girls on dates and bring his
grandpa along. Women might smile and laugh as the old man played his
harmonica at dinner. They didn’t always realize who he was.

“He was my grandfather, but he was also my best friend,” Schwarze says.

After Musial’s death, family members sorted through the home. They all chose
mementos they might want to keep, some valuable, some strictly sentimental.
Schwarze chose the Presidential Medal of Freedom his grandfather was
awarded in 2011. Schwarze had traveled with Musial to the White House for
the ceremony, only one of the many incredible experiences he shared by his
grandpa’s side. Schwarze played one year in the minor leagues and hit .071, and
he jokes he could not hit like Stan. He also doesn’t have the same impeccable
memory that allowed Musial to rattle off old stories, to recount old at-bats as if
they happened yesterday.

Schwarze said he took photos and videos whenever he could, a way to preserve
all the moments he shared with his grandfather.
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In the end, the family still found things they didn’t know existed, like signed
baseballs stashed inside socks down in the basement, perfectly preserved.

“You want to keep a lot,” Schwarze said. “But how much is enough?”

The Musial family contacted Dallas-based Heritage Auctions, and the
company sent representatives to appraise Musial’s possessions. They cataloged
the big items and helped identify small ones that might be valuable, too.
Heritage eventually packed up the remainder of Stan Musial’s things and
hauled them away.

Musial’s wallet eventually sold for $7,767.50.

“It’s emotional,” Schwarze said. “A lot of that stuff, I don’t think the family had
a big emotional tie to, but it’s still your grandfather’s.”

Aging athletes and their families often face this type of predicament. You spend
a lifetime accumulating memories and earning honors. And in the end, it winds
up like anything else. It piles up in drawers, inside cardboard boxes, stowed
away in attics or displayed on crowded mantles.

 (https://theathletic.com/1696547/2020/03/30/the-best-players-to-wear-every-jersey-number-

in-baseball-history/stan-musial-holding-baseball-bat/)(Bettmann Collection/Getty)

https://theathletic.com/1696547/2020/03/30/the-best-players-to-wear-every-jersey-number-in-baseball-history/stan-musial-holding-baseball-bat/
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At his home in Baltimore, Brooks Robinson saw news of Musial’s auction. As a
boy, Robinson idolized Musial. He dreamed of becoming a pro ballplayer just
like Stan the Man. Robinson went on to win the 1964 AL MVP, the 1970
World Series MVP and 16 Gold Gloves. People in Maryland still name their
children Brooks.

But as Robinson got older and battled health problems — prostate cancer in
2009, an awful fall in 2012 — he and his wife began having conversations
about their estate. A basement full of memorabilia and mementos from a
former life was among the concerns. Robinson talked more with his children,
and the family sought a practical solution: They would auction all of the
memorabilia and establish a charitable foundation. Robinson contacted
Heritage Auctions, and appraisers came to Maryland to sort through the
basement.

“I started thinking about it,” Robinson, now 83, told The Athletic. “It was here,
the kids had all they wanted, and I said, ‘Well, let’s do it.’”

The process took time, and on a few occasions, Brooks Robinson Jr. would
travel up to his parents’ house, call a Heritage representative who lived nearby
and say, “Let’s do another sweep.” They found new things each time. An old
jersey, folded up in a box. Robinson’s first contract, tucked inside a scrapbook.

Heritage finally carted away a lifetime’s worth of awards and artifacts. They
sold Robinson’s MVP awards, copies of his 16 Gold Gloves (his family has
some of the originals) and an unofficial birth certificate.

 (https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-

and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/robinson2-2/)(Courtesy/Heritage Auctions)

https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/robinson2-2/
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Robinson wanted to keep only two things: his Hall of Fame ring and a
Norman Rockwell painting titled “Gee, Thanks, Brooks,” which Robinson had
bought for $200,000 at an auction years ago.

The Robinson auction netted $1.44 million, and the Constance and Brooks
Robinson Charitable Foundation is still sending checks to Catholic charities,
Wounded Warriors, a local hospital, a PBS station and more.

“What we hope is this goes on for perpetuity,” Brooks Robinson Jr. said. “Our
kids may want to be a part of it, hopefully, and just continue the legacy.”

Robinson says he does not regret parting ways with his memorabilia. But when
the boxes were packed and wheeled out of his home, when the sale was final
and the items gone forever, he admits it was bittersweet.

“It wasn’t hard,” Robinson says. “But I had a little seller’s remorse after I did it.”

Dave Hunt has worked in the sports auction industry for more than 30 years.
Early in his career, he says it was rare to see athletes selling their personal
collections.

For so long, there was a stigma around athletes selling memorabilia. It could be
portrayed as a desperate money grab, capitalizing on faded glory.

In truth, that is rarely the case. In recent years, especially among living athletes,
the trend of selling personal collections has become more common, Hunt said.

“If you go back and look back 20 years ago and a player was selling something,
you’d see negative articles written,” Hunt said. “How could they? How dare
they? No matter what the reason. First, that really doesn’t happen at all
anymore, and it shouldn’t. And second of all, again, players can sometimes
become paralyzed, and their families, that just because their relative or them as
a player themselves, played baseball or football or whatever, that they shouldn’t
sell any single thing they ever had.

“It’s ludicrous, if you think about it.”

Jim Palmer, who won three Cy Youngs with the Orioles in the 1970s, sold his
memorabilia in 2012. The proceeds, Palmer said at the time, were going to pay
for his grandchildren’s college expenses, and to help his stepson, who has
autism and would need special care for the rest of his life.
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Before Orioles manager Earl Weaver died in 2013, he auctioned items such as
his Hall of Fame ring and his 1966 World Series ring.

“The smartest thing I can do is to sell (the memorabilia), take the money and
divide it equally, so they can do what they want — whether it’s to set up a
college fund for a grandchild, or take a trip around the world,” Weaver said in
2011.

Before his death on Jan. 1, 2020, Yankees pitcher Don Larsen auctioned the
jersey he wore while throwing a perfect game in the 1956 World Series. It sold
for $756,000 in 2012, and Larsen joked that it was more than he had made in
his entire career. The proceeds went to help pay for his grandchildren’s
education.

In 2012, Cardinals Hall of Famer Ozzie Smith sold 13 Gold Gloves, 11 All-
Star rings and more than 100 other pieces of memorabilia as part of “estate and
family planning.”

Mickey Lolich, the MVP of the Detroit Tigers’ 1968 World Series victory, who
is 79, recently auctioned off his personal copy of the World Series trophy; a
family representative said it was done to alleviate the burden his children might
otherwise face after Lolich dies.

Sports memorabilia is coveted and valued in a way it was not two generations
ago. As far back as 1991, the director of the Babe Ruth Museum theorized
(https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1991-02-01-1991032104-
story.html) donations have gone down as a result. Collectors range from
fanatics to sensible investors, and regardless, a lot of money is at stake. Auction
houses often offer no-commitment appraisals. If items end up being sold at
auction, the company gets a percentage of the cut, plus other fees.

“It’s hard to divide stuff,” says Chris Ivy, the director of sports auctions at
Heritage. “There’s no fair way to do it and decide which kid or which grandkid
gets to hang on to which stuff. It can cause strife and some aggravation with
the family, so I think the most equitable thing to do is to put it on the open
market and let the market decide what the value is, and then split the proceeds
accordingly.”

For years, Greg Spahn kept the collection of his father, Warren, at his home in
Oklahoma. In 2013, Greg Spahn decided to sell the 400-plus item collection,
ranging from Spahn’s 1957 Cy Young Award to an old passport.

“We’ve had it either on display in two museums or stored in two houses, and
then there’s concerns like security and condition,” Greg Spahn told the
Associated Press. “I’m turning 65 in October, so the time is right to reintroduce

https://www.baltimoresun.com/news/bs-xpm-1991-02-01-1991032104-story.html
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my dad to the public. A lot of people don’t know what all he accomplished and
some don’t know much about him at all.”

Although we place incredible value on such items, athletes themselves often do
not realize how prized some of their possessions might be. Ivy remembers
visiting Mike Eruzione, the captain of the 1980 Miracle on Ice team, and
watching as Eruzione crawled up into his attic and retrieved an equipment bag
from the 1980 Olympic Games.

Ivy gawked, estimating the bag and the items in it were worth over $1 million.

“Umm … is that insured?” Ivy asked.

Dave Hunt was at an autograph signing with Bill Mazeroski, the hero of the
1960 World Series. They struck up a casual conversation about some of
Mazeroski’s memorabilia when Mazeroski revealed he had his full Pirates
uniform from the ’60 World Series sitting in a cedar chest inside his home. You
should come see it, Mazeroski told him. The jersey ended up selling at auction for
$550,000.
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In Hall of Famer Al Kaline’s final days, the question of what to do with all of
the possessions from his career was on his mind. In an interview last summer,
Kaline talked of having the enormous No. 6 that once hung on the facade of
Tiger Stadium. He had the stadium seat his beloved wife, Louise, always sat in
at the old ballpark. They were precious mementos of the since-bulldozed
stadium where Kaline built an esteemed legacy

 (https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-

a-burden/mazeroski/)(Courtesy/Hunt Auctions)

https://theathletic.com/1728151/2020/04/06/al-kaline-1934-2020-mr-tigers-grace-transcended-generations/
https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/mazeroski/
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(https://theathletic.com/1728151/2020/04/06/al-kaline-1934-2020-mr-tigers-
grace-transcended-generations/). Not items you simply take out to the
dumpster.

He and Louise were talking about downsizing, about figuring out a solution so
their children would not have to deal with it all one day. He said he had talked
to Brooks Robinson for advice.

On April 6, Kaline died at 85.

“I told my two sons,” Kaline had said, “we got to get rid of all this
memorabilia.”

There is a trend growing among people facing end-of-life decisions, says Nancy
Berns, a professor at Drake University whose work and research includes death
and the process of grieving. It is called “death cleaning,” and though it might
have a morbid name, the practice actually has an uplifting purpose.

More and more people, it seems, are realizing the advantages of making tough
choices while they are still living. It can start with wills and cemetery plots. It is
now extending to material possessions, getting rid of unnecessary items,
eliminating family conflicts or endless labor. It might be an old farmer selling
off unused equipment, or it could be a legendary athlete auctioning off a
treasure trove of bats, gloves and shining awards.

“It sounds really dark, but preparing for death gives a lot of opportunities for
relationships and for living and for helping people who will survive your death,
too,” Berns said.

Berns also says it is important to realize there is not necessarily a right or
wrong way to grieve after the death of a loved one. We naturally attach
sentiment to material possessions. Sometimes keeping these items around is a
way to honor a memory. For others, getting rid of the items can be the best way
to move on.

“One of the things I’ve learned over research: People can, and do over time,
redefine the meanings that are attached to things,” Berns said. “Initially, after a
death, things take on almost a sacred meaning. It’s difficult to do anything with
it, not just because they’re grieving and hurting, but because it’s so attached to a
person. Over time, those meanings can change or lessen.”

https://theathletic.com/1728151/2020/04/06/al-kaline-1934-2020-mr-tigers-grace-transcended-generations/
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You see this process reflected in the cases of legendary baseball players. Musial’s
family, for instance, took his memorabilia collection to auction shortly after his
death.

Other families have waited decades before parting with items and treasures.
Dave Hunt says perhaps the highlight of his career was working with the
family of Roberto Clemente in 2017. Clemente, Hunt says, had discussed the
idea of selling his items for a charitable cause even before his tragic death in
1972.

But it was not until 2017 when the Clementes finally decided to sell much of
the collection during the All-Star game in Miami, as close as a big MLB event
will ever get to Clemente’s native Puerto Rico.

The family of Babe Ruth passed on items across multiple generations. They
donated many mementos from Ruth’s career to the Hall of Fame and Babe
Ruth Museum in the 1970s. But the family kept other things, too, items they
didn’t tell anyone about.

Ruth’s granddaughter, Linda Ruth Tosetti, had cared for many of Ruth’s
possessions since she was 10 years old. Over the years, she worried about theft
and security, and she also became ready to downsize. The family got in touch
with Hunt Auctions.

 (https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-

and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/ruth/)(Courtesy/Hunt Auctions)

https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/ruth/
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Hunt got a text one day, a picture of a 1929 trophy
(https://www.huntauctions.com/live/imageviewer.cfm?
auction_num=65&lot_num=240&lot_qual=c) that the family had found in the
attic. “Is this something that you would want?” the family asked. They had
photos of Ruth with the trophy, and it sold for $130,000.

“It’s taken me two years to make this decision, and I feel like sometimes I am
selling my soul,” Tosetti told the New York Post
(https://nypost.com/2018/12/11/babe-ruths-cleats-other-bambino-
belongings-up-for-auction/). “Why do we need all of these signatures of these
baseball players when I have the DNA of the greatest one that’s out there?”

Sometimes, still, there are athletes or families who simply need or want the
money. More often, there can be complicated family disputes.

“It’s not always this pretty, rosy picture,” Hunt said. “But things have to be dealt
with one way or another.”

In 2017, Willie Stargell’s second wife announced she was selling his collection,
including a World Series ring and MVP Award. The items ended up netting
$481,861, some of which went to charity.

Stargell’s children from his first marriage protested, arguing they were living in
poverty. They advocated many of the items would be better served going to a
museum.

“Dad would want the accomplishments of his lifetime achievements to be on
display and enjoyed by all as opposed to sitting in someone’s basement
collecting dust,” the Stargell family wrote in a Facebook post
(https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=102238857033109&set=a.102253070365021&type=3&theater).

After Mickey Mantle died in 1995, Mantle’s agent and live-in companion
during his final years placed some of Mantle’s possessions — eyeglasses, an
American Express card, even a thatch of Mantle’s reddish-brown hair — up for
sale. The family took legal action
(https://www.nytimes.com/1997/11/23/nyregion/after-bitter-legal-fight-relics-
of-mickey-mantle-are-put-on-sale.html), trying to block the auction. Most of
the items went through anyway, netting more than $500,000.

By 2005, Mantle’s wife and sons wound up selling more of Mantle’s
possessions: two of his three MVP awards, numerous home run balls, a
passport, photographs and telegrams.

https://www.huntauctions.com/live/imageviewer.cfm?auction_num=65&lot_num=240&lot_qual=c
https://nypost.com/2018/12/11/babe-ruths-cleats-other-bambino-belongings-up-for-auction/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=102238857033109&set=a.102253070365021&type=3&theater
https://www.nytimes.com/1997/11/23/nyregion/after-bitter-legal-fight-relics-of-mickey-mantle-are-put-on-sale.html
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”We cried over this,” Mantle’s son David once told the New York Times
(https://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/10/sports/baseball-mantle-s-family-
decides-to-sell-some-treasures.html). ”It’s in our best interest for the family to
let other people enjoy Dad. We’ve always had to share Dad with the public, and
this takes it farther than we imagined.”

You can learn so much by going through a loved one’s possessions. Each letter,
each photograph, contains a story. Dreams, secrets, hints of regret, expressions
of love. It’s like that for anyone. Your grandmother’s basement, your father’s
garage.

It is magnified for athletes and celebrities. Their lives, even their intimate
moments, are shared with the world. That’s delicate for the people who really
knew them. The granddaughters of Joe DiMaggio thought of him less as the
Yankee Clipper and more as Gramps.

DiMaggio’s life was as celebrated as any one figure in American sports. His
glories and flaws were picked apart. His relationship with Marilyn Monroe is
the subject of articles and books, the peak of iconic American fame. Yet there
have always been misconceptions about Monroe and DiMaggio. Was the
marriage a fling, a publicity stunt, a short-lived love affair?

Or was it something raw and real, beautiful and messy?

 (https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-and-families-

memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/hunt-auctions-inc-presents-the-joe-dimaggio-collection-at-public-auction-2/)(Brad Barket/Getty Images)

https://www.nytimes.com/2003/11/10/sports/baseball-mantle-s-family-decides-to-sell-some-treasures.html
https://theathletic.com/1812930/2020/05/21/for-baseball-legends-and-families-memorabilia-can-be-a-blessing-and-a-burden/hunt-auctions-inc-presents-the-joe-dimaggio-collection-at-public-auction-2/
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Hunt Auctions began working with the DiMaggio family in 2006. A product
of the Great Depression, DiMaggio had kept everything. His granddaughters,
Kathie Stein and Paula Hamra, finally became ready to unload filing cabinets
and deposit boxes, garages and storage lockers. They thought their
grandfather’s collection would be better off with the public than hidden in the
shadows.

Dave Hunt was going through DiMaggio’s personal items one day when he
came across a wallet, old and brown, monogrammed J.D. on the outside. The
wallet was creased and splitting at the joints. There were ID cards and old
foreign currency, a photo of DiMaggio’s son inflating a tire. And then, a letter
fell out, written on the reverse side of a dry-cleaning receipt, separated into
fourths over time. Hunt figures he was likely the first person other than
DiMaggio to ever read it.

“Dear Joe, I know I was wrong! I acted the way I did and said the things I did
because I was hurt — not because I meant them …. Please accept my apology and
don’t, don’t, don’t, don’t be angry with your baby — she loves you. 

Lovingly, 

your wife 

(for life) 

Mrs. J.P. DiMaggio.” 

The letter was from Marilyn Monroe. It sold with the wallet for $31,000.

(Top photo: Brad Barket / Getty Images)
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Very good article. I often wonder what the families of athletes and other celebrities want to keep as their
loved ones age. It's unfortunate that a lot of it now gets sold instead of going to museums. It would be awe-
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